Recent advances in cell-free synthetic biology have spurred the development of in vitro 15 molecular diagnostics that serve as effective alternatives to whole-cell biosensors. However, 16 cell-free sensors for detecting manmade organic water contaminants such as pesticides are 17 sparse, partially because few characterized natural biological sensors can directly detect such 18 pollutants. Here, we present a platform for the cell-free detection of one critical water 19 contaminant, atrazine, by combining a previously characterized cyanuric acid biosensor with a 20 reconstituted atrazine-to-cyanuric acid metabolic pathway composed of several protein-enriched 21 bacterial extracts mixed in a one pot reaction. Our cell-free sensor detects atrazine within an 22 hour of incubation at an activation ratio superior to previously reported whole-cell atrazine 23 sensors. We also show that the response characteristics of the atrazine sensor can be tuned by 24 manipulating the component ratios of the cell-free reaction mixture. Our approach of utilizing 25 multiple metabolic steps, encoded in protein-enriched cell-free extracts, to convert a target of 26 interest into a molecule that can be sensed by a transcription factor is modularly designed, 27 which should enable this work to serve as an effective proof-of-concept for rapid field-28 deployable detection of complex organic water contaminants. 29 30 KEYWORDS 31 cell-free, TX-TL, metabolism, transcription factor, biosensor, atrazine, cyanuric acid, synthetic 32 biology 33 34 INTRODUCTION 35
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To design our cell-free atrazine sensor, we took inspiration from Pseudomonas sp. strain 99 ADP-1, which metabolizes atrazine into cyanuric acid through a three-enzyme pathway encoded 100 on the atzABC operon ( Figure 1A) . 21, 22 We hypothesized that by co-expressing each of these fraction of its pre-enriched extract in the final mixture. We prepared all of the extracts using 111 methods that maximize gene expression from the endogenous E. coli transcriptional 112 machinery. 24 113 By mixing all of these protein-enriched extracts together with a "blank" extract that was 114 not pre-enriched with any protein, as well as a reporter plasmid encoding superfolder green 115 fluorescent protein (sfGFP) under regulation by an engineered ADP-1 atzR promoter, we could 116 detect atrazine doped into a cell-free reaction at 100 µM (Figure 1B) , the stoichiometric 117 equivalent of the concentration of cyanuric acid that saturated AtzR activation in our previous 118 work. 20 As expected, if any of the individual enzyme-enriched extracts was left out of the 119 reaction and replaced with a blank, unenriched extract, the sensor could not effectively detect 120 atrazine above a control reaction supplemented only with water ( Figure 1B) . To the best of our 121 knowledge, this result is the most complex demonstration to date for coupling an upstream 122 metabolic module to an inducible transcriptional biosensor, either in cells or in cell-free systems.
123
To investigate the sensor's specificity, we challenged the reaction with two other 
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When the biosensor was challenged with each of these compounds, we observed weak 127 activation only in response to propazine, which has a more similar chemical structure to atrazine 128 than melamine ( Figure 1C) . This result is consistent with previous observations that ADP-1's 149 150 
164
We then aimed to identify the ratio of AtzA-:AtzB-:AtzC-:AtzR-enriched:unenriched 165 extracts that gave the highest fold induction (defined as fluorescence in the presence of 100 µM 166 atrazine / fluorescence in the absence of atrazine) for the sensor. We first determined the 167 optimal fraction of the transcription factor AtzR in the sensing reaction by only detecting the 168 downstream analyte, cyanuric acid. The greatest fold induction was observed at a 5% AtzR-169 enriched extract and 95% unenriched extract, a ratio that minimizes leak and maximizes ON 170 state, likely because that mixture also has the greatest amount of the unenriched extract (Figure 2A) . Next, we iteratively optimized the ratios of AtzA-, AtzB-, and AtzC-enriched 172 extracts in the reaction, starting from an assumption of 10% dosage for each sensor ( Figure   173 2B-D). Surprisingly, we observed low sensitivity of the atrazine response to perturbations in the 174 concentrations of these enzyme-enriched extracts, at least in the range of 1-10% of the total 175 extract composition. As before, though, no response to atrazine could be observed if any of the 176 enzyme-enriched extracts was individually left out. At each condition, we chose the extract ratio 177 that gave the highest fold induction. Using this iterative, coarse-grained optimization, we 178 obtained an optimal response at 5% AtzR, 10% AtzA, 2% AtzB, and 20% AtzC-enriched 179 extracts, with the balance (63%) made up by the unenriched extract.
180
Having established an optimal ratio of each extract in our sensor, we measured its dose 181 response to atrazine by the observed sfGFP fluorescence after 4 hours of reaction (Figure 2E ).
182
The calculated limit of detection, defined as the concentration of atrazine that yielded a 183 statistically significant detectable signal above background, was approximately 20 µM atrazine 184 (p = 0.01, one-tailed t-test), and the half-maximal signal was observed at around 54 µM by 185 logistic regression. Although these concentrations are far from the stringent limit on atrazine in (Supplementary Figure S2) , an effect consistent 201 with previous difficulties in converting a whole-cell cyanuric acid biosensor into one detecting 202 atrazine. 28 Pre-expressing this protein in a source strain, rather than attempting to make it in 203 situ, mitigates these inhibitory effects, especially since the protein expression burden is buffered 204 by a highly productive unenriched extract. Furthermore, our pre-expression approach shifts cell 205 extract resources away from enzyme and transcription factor production and toward reporter 206 synthesis. The resulting higher ON state is another advantage of reconstituting these complex 207 metabolism-sensing pathways in vitro. Finally, we believe that our approach of extract mixing,
208
where the dosage of each enzyme or transcription factor is proportional to its fractional 209 composition in the reaction, is an optimal linear tuning strategy, preferable to addressing the 210 nonlinearities introduced by manipulating promoter strength or plasmid copy number, either in 211 cells or in extracts.
212
Overall, the quantitative agreement of the atrazine transfer function presented in this 213 work to the one we previously demonstrated for cyanuric acid 20 suggests that this sensor's limit 214 of detection (LoD) is likely constrained by AtzR's micromolar affinity for cyanuric acid. A secondary LoD may be set by the similarly low affinity (~50 µM) of the native AtzA for atrazine. 29
216
To improve sensitivity to discriminate lower, more environmentally relevant concentrations of 217 atrazine, protein engineering of the transcription factor and enzymes is likely necessary.
218
More broadly, previous efforts to engineer cell-free systems as molecular biosensors 219 have mainly been limited to well-studied transcriptional regulators like tetracyclines and acyl 220 homoserine lactones. 30, 31 Our strategy of preparing and mixing bacterial extracts pre-enriched 221 with enzymes and transcription factors should greatly expand the scope of molecules that can 222 be detected in vitro. The approach can be generalized to sensing any organic molecule that is 223 catabolized, through a pathway of any length, into a metabolite that can be detected by 
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The reporter plasmid pJBL7030 and AtzR expression plasmid pJBL7032 were used as 255 previously reported. 20 The AtzA, AtzB, and AtzC-overexpression plasmids pJBL7034, 256 pJBL7035, and pJBL7036 were constructed using Gibson assembly into the pJL1 vector using 257 genes synthesized by Twist Biosciences. All plasmids will be deposited on Addgene with the 258
following IDs: pJBL7034 (133869); pJBL7035 (133870); pJBL7036 (133881); pJBL7030 259 (133882); pJBL7032 (133883). 260 261
Cell-Free Extract Preparation

262
Cell-free extract was prepared according to our previously published method. 24 In general, the 263 host strain for extract preparation was BL21 (DE3) dLacZ. The lacZ deficient (lac operon 264 deletion) BL21-Gold-dLac (DE3) strain was a gift from Jeff Hasty (Addgene plasmid # 99247). 9
265
The exception to this was the AtzB-enriched extract; since we could not successfully transform 266 the purified plasmid into the knockout strain, this extract was instead prepared using the 267 Rosetta2 (DE3) pLysS strain. For each transformed strain, 1 L culture of 2X YT + P (16 g 268 tryptone, 10 g yeast extract, 5 g NaCl, 7 g potassium phosphate dibasic, 3 g potassium 269 phosphate monobasic) was inoculated from a saturated overnight culture of the chassis strain in 
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Cell-Free Gene Expression Reaction
279
Cell-free gene expression reactions were assembled as previously reported from extract, midi- 
